January 4 Björke Ingels PLOT
Design Ecologies Symposium
January 13 Bruce Mau
January 14 930am-530pm Toshiko Mori Anna Dyson Sheila Kennedy Blaine Brownell
Julie Bargmann Chris Fannin Anneliese Latz Jane Amidon Mark Husser
Jennifer Siegal Andrew Freear David Gissen Organizers Lisa Tilder & Beth Blostein
January 25 Jorge Otelo Pailos Otelo Pailos Architects
February 1 Convention Center Cecil Balmond Ove Arup
February 8 Juha Huuskonen Katastro.fi
February 15 James Corner Field Operations
February 22 Ali Rahim Contemporary Architecture Practice
March 1 Pat Bonck Harrison County
March 2 Maurizio Meossi Spin+
March 8 Kevin Kennon KKA
March 15 Graig P. Verzone Verzone Woods Architects
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